FAMOC for
Samsung devices
Manage and protect your Samsung devices with FAMOC platform

WWW.FAMOC.COM

Many years ago Famoc
established cooperation
with one of the leading
manufacturers of mobile
devices, Samsung. Together,
we strive for the best
protection of company devices.
Samsung’s mobile devices in connection with
the FAMOC platform allow for greater security
of company data than on other devices.
The Samsung KNOX platform guarantees a level
of security that meets the highest requirements
of our customers’ IT departments.

SAMSUNG FOR ENTERPRISE
Whether you’re managing a small business or a large
organisation, Samsung solutions for businesses
can save your time. FAMOC manage integrates
with Samsung Knox platform.
Samsung KNOX is a platform built into
Samsung devices with a set of solutions that
guarantee a higher level of security.
Regardless of whether you care about
protecting private photos or managing your
fleet of business smartphones, Knox will
provide you a perfect security
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FAMOC UEM as a Silver Partner of Knox Partner Program
is one of the top solutions recommended by Samsung.
Samsung designed the Knox Partner Program for businesses focused
on delivering innovative solutions and services to their customers or
their own employees. Knox Partner Program is providing the tools and
expertise enabling additional functionality and more granular control
of Samsung Android devices.
FAMOC manage is also Samsung Knox Validated, which means
that our system is certified by Samsung in terms of KSP (Knox
Service Plugin) and KME (Knox Mobile Enrollment) support.

SAMSUNG AND FAMOC CLIENTS
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FAMOC MANAGE FOR SAMSUNG

KNOX MOBILE ENROLLMENT
(KME)
By using the FAMOC manage system
together with the Samsung KME platform,
you can enroll many company-owned
Android devices when end users turn on
their devices for the first time.

REMOTE ACCESS
Remote access to the device via
FAMOC manage allows for easy and
efficient control of the device, which
helps Samsung users in case of any
problems with the device.

SAMSUNG WORKSPACE
/ KNOX PREMIUM
Samsung Workspace allows you
to divide your mobile device into two
parts - business and private. Thanks to
this, the FAMOC manage administrator
can manage and monitor only the
corporate part, without interfering with
the user's private data.

KNOX SERVICE PLUGIN (KSP)
Knox Service Plugin (KSP) is
a solution that allows customers to
use the new features of the Knox
for Enterprise platform as soon as
they appear on the market. This
automatic deployment method
ensures that FAMOC manage
administrators can use the latest
Knox features on the day they are
launched.

TIZEN DEVICES MANAGEMENT
Using FAMOC manage you can not
only efficiently manage Samsung
mobile devices with the Android
operating system, but also those
based on the Tizen system present
on IoT devices such as smartwatches
made by Samsung.
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FAMOC LOCK & SAMSUNG
Not only our EMM solution – FAMOC manage system
supports Samsung devices and solutions.
FAMOC lock is a solution that allows mobile operators to remotely control,
manage and block mobile devices of users who missed their monthly payments.
With this solution, you can send payment reminder messages or block the device
after a specified time. FAMOC lock integrates with Samsung Knox Guard – a cloud
service that allows financial institutions to remotely control and block Samsung
devices when there’s no payment for the device.

FAMOC helps companies give people what they want brand new shiny devices, emerging technologies and
tools necessary to make their job done.
We handle the security part, taking into account the
greatest risk that comes from within: your staff.
contact us:

learn more:

INFO@FAMOC.COM
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